Exhibition Schedule through January, 1968

August 26, 1967 through September 24

15th and 16th Century European Drawings
Last of a series of three exhibitions sponsored by the Samuel H. Kress Foundation which are devoted to master drawings from private collections. Selected by A. Hyatt Mayor.

October 7 through October 29

Swiss Master Drawings
First comprehensive showing in this country of five centuries of Swiss draftsmanship, from the early work of Urs Graf and the Holbein brothers to the two Giacomettis of the 20th century. Organized by the Pro Helvetia Foundation of Zürich.

December 2 through January 7, 1968

15th-Century Engravings of Northern Europe
A continuation of the cycle of exhibitions inaugurated in 1965 by Director John Walker to systematically document the extensive graphic arts collection of the National Gallery. As volume two in the series, the catalogue will illustrate more than 250 engravings in the collection by Schongauer, van Meckenem, and other German and Netherlandish masters of the 15th century.